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Dear Prospective Candidate

I trust this information, the Position Description, our website and other 
sources give you a flavour of Matthews Hospitality and importantly, 
excites you.

As icons of the industry, the Matthews family have invested more than 75 
years and four generations into creating a sustaining legacy in hospitality. 
“Making others feel good feels great” is the foundation upon which 
Matthews Hospitality was built.

The next chapter of the Matthews Hospitality story involves transforming 
our group to prepare for a new era of hospitality. Continuing our growth 
in traditional areas, whilst investing in new ventures and opportunities 
which support our vision of becoming the most revered leader in 
hospitality.

With our strategy firmly set, our goals clear and the complete unified 
focus of our shareholders, board and senior management, we look 
forward to adding some additional talent and expertise to our group as 
we embark on the journey ahead.

If you can bring the energy, passion, leadership skills and expertise we are 
looking for and are up for the challenge, then we would love to hear from 
you.

Andrew Kemp
Group General Manager

19.01.19

Message from 
Matthews Hotel Group



The Advertised Roles
TWO EXCITING LEADERSHIP OPPORTUNITIES

HOSPITALITY INNOVATORS 

• GENERAL MANAGER HOSPITALITY 

• CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER

The Adelaide based Matthews Hotel Group “MHG” have been industry icons and innovators in 

the Australian hospitality industry for over 70 years.  The core operations of the Group consist of 

nine multi-faceted hotel properties in Adelaide and regional SA that offer a wide range of 

services in food and beverage, in addition to gaming and accommodation.

Reporting to the Group General Manager, these two newly created roles are pivotal to the next 

chapter of the Matthews Hospitality story, which involves the transformation of the group 

toward a new era of hospitality. Continuing the growth of core hotel operations, whilst investing 

in new ventures and opportunities which support our vision of being the most revered leader in 

hospitality.

With our strategy firmly set, our goals clear and the complete unified focus of our shareholders, 

board and senior management, we look forward to adding some additional talent and expertise 

to our group as we embark on the journey ahead.

General Manager Hospitality

This role will oversee the review and regeneration of the MHG venues to realise the full potential 

of existing core hospitality assets and transforming the business to deliver an exceptional 

customer experience in hospitality to meet and exceed contemporary expectations. The 

successful candidate will be responsible for redefining the Matthews Hospitality brand 

standards, the design of the hospitality strategy and approach to deliver a compelling, 

differentiated offering for customers. 

This role affords a unique opportunity to work across a multitude of recognised properties and 

ultimately, together with the executive team and Board, influence and shape the next iteration 

of the Matthews Hospitality story.  

Having ultimate responsibility for the financial results, the venue operating standards and team 

leadership, the ideal candidate will bring an in-depth knowledge and track record of 

management and inspirational leadership across multiple venues, nationally or internationally 

within the hospitality industry together with a passion for creating memorable customer 

experiences.  A Tertiary qualification in Hospitality, Tourism or Business Related discipline or 

similar is essential to the role.



The Advertised Roles
Chief Financial Officer

This role will oversee the financial and administrative management of the MHG including 

financing arrangements, working capital requirements, liaison with external consultants 

regarding tax affairs, monthly management reporting and internal controls.  

The position includes high level strategic financial analysis; governance and probity; cash flow 

management; commercial reporting and analysis; procurement, facilities and maintenance 

processes; contract assurance and management and overhead control including overseeing the 

payroll and outsourced services functions.

The ideal candidate will have extensive experience in a comparable senior executive role with 

proven proficiency in delivering timely, accurate and informative Board reporting and a proven 

track record of successfully developing and implementing best practice financial systems that 

create and drive a culture of transparency and accountability. Personal traits will include 

demonstrated ability to inspire, mentor and motivate others and create a high performing and 

customer focused culture. A Tertiary qualification in business/accounting/finance together with 

membership of a relevant professional accounting body is essential. 

Applications, including your current CV and a letter of introduction are to be forwarded in Word 

format addressed to:  for the General Manager Hospitality to mgmh@vuca.com.au and for the 

CFO role to mcfo@vuca.com.au

For job and person specifications visit www.vuca.com.au.  For a confidential discussion regarding 

either of these roles telephone Patricia Williams, Senior Associate VUCA on 0438 388530 during 

business hours.

Applications close at COB 3rd February 2019.

mailto:mgmh@vuca.com.au
mailto:mcfo@vuca.com.au
http://www.vuca.com.au/




Position Description
General Manager Hospitality

Position title: General Manager Hospitality 

 

Reports to: Group General Manager 

 

Direct Reports: Senior Manager Food Experience 

 Venue Managers 

  

Functionally liaises with:  Senior Management Team 

  

Date Prepared: January 2019 

 

POSITION OBJECTIVES 

Reporting to the Group General Manager, the GM Hospitality “GMH” is a new role pulling together 

existing capabilities and adding further investments and focus to position MHG as the most revered 

leader in hospitality. The role is charged with realising the full potential of existing core hospitality assets 

and transforming the business to deliver an exceptional customer experience in hospitality to 

contemporary expectations. The “GMH” will be responsible for redefining the Matthew’s brand 

standards, the design of the hospitality strategy and approach to deliver a compelling, differentiated 

offering for customers.  

 

This role will oversee the review and regeneration of the venues to ensure they are aligned with the 

Matthew’s brand - the DNA of how a contemporary MHG responds in its service offering, food 

philosophy and ambience (by location) to exceed customer’s expectations.   This will be reflected in 

management and development of the current venues and in growing beyond existing assets to expand 

customer reach, improved sales and margins, and ultimately profit targets. 

RESPONSIBILITIES 

Strategy and Product Development 

▪ Gain consumer and market insights to inform the Matthews brand standards defining the 

overarching values proposition of all venues and further refining by specific venue location 

▪ Develop and design of the hospitality strategy and the associated product/venue development 

to achieve the defined targets and create sustainable competitive advantage. 

▪ Develop the strategy to transform the customer experience and continue to evolve it to maintain 

market leadership. 

▪ Lead the business and cultural change needed to implement the strategy. 

▪ Develop and implement new technology and products using customer led design with high 

levels of cross functional engagement to ensure the value proposition can be delivered. 

▪ Collaborate and identify opportunities to work with other hospitality professionals within the 

industry. 

Supplier Management 

▪ Identify and establish strong supplier partnerships with robust commercial terms to deliver the 

differentiated product offering. 

▪ Maintain strong working relationships with suppliers to get the best product and price outcomes 

for the partnership.  



Product Management, Pricing and Training 

▪ Set the direction for the management of the current product portfolio to ensure it aligns to the 

longer-term approach and is meeting consumer needs, targets and pricing is effective. 

▪ Ensure all elements of the product value chain are working together to achieve the shared 

intent and objectives. 

▪ Ensure the hospitality training in venue equips staff with the required level of hospitality and 

broader food and beverage expertise.  

Business Performance and Analytics 

▪ Develop the reporting structures and process to gain insights required through data analytics to 

provide the team with an intimate knowledge of consumer needs and behaviour to improve the 

product offering and/or identify emerging needs. 

▪ Obtain direct and regular customer feedback from to keep in touch with changing expectations 

and gather consumer insights to improve the product offering and/or identify emerging needs. 

▪ Oversee the development and distribution of consistent business reporting and agreed 

performance metrics to ensure there is an understanding of the performance of each business 

including sales, income and profitability by channel, product, and target market/customer 

segment to drive profitable growth. 

▪ Oversee the documentation of standard operating procedures by venue and ensure through 

monitor and review that such SOP’s are followed to provided consistency and ensure delivery 

of the Matthews Way 

▪ Oversee the operational reporting required for the hospitality business through to the board and 

family council. 

Planning Budget & Management 

▪ Lead the planning and development of business plans, targets and budgets from the bottom up 

to ensure complete ownership at department level and for the group to deliver on the Strategic 

Plan that are agreed to by the business board and ultimately family council. 

▪ Maintain a sound understanding of legislative and compliance matters and ensure all work 

systems meet these requirements. Monitor legislative change impacting on the venues and 

ensure plans are developed to meet any new requirements with clarity on the business impact. 

▪ Ensure that all venues operate within defined expenditure budgets 

Leadership 

▪ Provide effective leadership of the team including providing regular reviews with venue 

leadership and beyond (as appropriate) and development priorities aligned to broader strategic 

plans 

▪ Ensure clarity of direction, roles, responsibilities and work programs for all staff fully utilising 

MHG people and culture policies and practices. 

▪ Foster collaborative working relationships within group, leading the team to collaborate with full 

commitment to the business and each other to meet the business goals. 

▪ Build and maintain strong working relationships with all key stakeholders 

▪ Drive a positive safety culture by valuing WH&S and demonstrating safety leadership.  



COMPETENCIES 

The professional competencies required for the position include: 

Setting Strategy 

▪ The ability to create and articulate an inspiring vision for the organisation, not only for the areas 
s/he is directly responsible for, but the enterprise as a whole. 

▪ The inclination to seek and analyze data from a variety of sources to support decisions and to 
align others with the organisation's overall strategy. 

▪ An entrepreneurial and creative approach to developing new, innovative ideas that will stretch the 
organisation and push the boundaries within the industry. 

▪ The ability to effectively balance the desire/need for broad change with an understanding of how 
much change the organisation is capable of handling, to create realistic goals and implementation 
plans that are achievable and successful. 

 

Executing for Results 

▪ The ability to set clear and challenging goals while committing the organisation to improved 
performance; tenacious and accountable in driving results. 

▪ Comfortable with ambiguity and uncertainly; the ability to adapt nimbly and lead others through 
complex situations. 

▪ A risk-taker who seeks data and input from others to foresee possible threats or unintended 
circumstances from decisions; someone who takes smart risks. 

▪ A leader who is viewed by others as having a high degree of integrity and forethought in his/her 
approach to making decisions; the ability to act in a transparent and consistent manner while 
always considering what is best for the organisation. 

 

Leading Teams 

▪ The ability to attract and recruit top talent, motivate the team, delegate effectively, celebrate 
diversity within the team, and manage performance; widely viewed as a strong developer of 
others. 

▪ The ability to persevere in the face of challenges, and exhibit a steadfast resolve and relentless 
commitment to higher standards, which commands respect from followers. 

▪ A leader who is self-reflective and aware of his/her own limitations; leads by example and drives 
the organisation's performance with an attitude of continuous improvement by being open to 
feedback and self-improvement. 

 

Relationships and Influence 

▪ Naturally connects and builds strong relationships with others, demonstrating strong emotional 
intelligence and an ability to communicate clearly and persuasively. 

▪ An ability to inspire trust and followership in others through compelling influence, powerful 
charisma, passion in his/her beliefs, and active drive. 

▪ Encourages others to share the spotlight and visibly celebrates and supports the success of the 
team. 

▪ Creates a sense of purpose/meaning for the team that generates followership beyond his/her own 
personality and engages others to the greater purpose for the organisation as a whole. 



HEALTH AND SAFETY RESPONSIBILITIES 

▪ The employee must ensure whilst at work that reasonable care is taken for their own health and 
safety and that their acts or omissions do not adversely affect the health and safety of other 
people.  

▪ The employee must comply with any reasonable instruction that is given by MHG and co-operate 
with any reasonable policy or procedure of MHG relating to health or safety in the workplace.  

 

KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS AND EXPERIENCE 

To achieve the above, the ideal candidate will bring an in-depth knowledge of contemporary hospitality, 

suppliers and industry; an understanding of product marketing, and an understanding of digital 

communication and commerce. S/he will be experienced in food and beverage operations, effective 

pricing strategies and contractor/supplier management.   

 

Essential Selection Criteria: 

− Tertiary Qualification in a Hospitality, Tourism or Business Related discipline or similar. 

− Significant experience leading within a hospitality/customer/retail/service environment. 

− Significant Change Management expertise 

− Outstanding written and verbal communication skills 

− Ability to relate to and build sound relations with employees, managers and key stakeholders at 
all levels. 



Position Description
Chief Financial Officer

Position title: General Manager Finance (CFO) 
 
Reports to: Group General Manager 
 
Direct Reports: Manager Procurement,  
 Group Administration Manager 
 
Functionally liaises with:  Senior Management Team 
 
Date Prepared: January 2019 

POSITION OJECTIVES 

The General Manager Finance & Administration provides oversight of the financial and administrative 
management of the MHG including financing arrangements, working capital requirements, liaison with 
external consultants regarding tax affairs, monthly management reporting and internal controls.   
 
The position includes high level strategic financial analysis; governance and probity; cash flow 
management; commercial reporting and analysis; procurement, facilities and maintenance processes; 
contract assurance and management and overhead control including overseeing the payroll and 
outsourced services functions. 

RESPONSIBILITIES 

• Establish the appropriate internal controls to deliver accurate results and minimise risk 

• Implement strategies to maximise cashflow, minimise tax liabilities and streamline 

administration requirements 

• Liaise with major banks, service providers and suppliers for improved terms 

• Manage core supply agreement and product contracts 

• Provide a high standard of expert and timely monthly financial reporting on the financial 

status of the MHG to stakeholders including GGM and Board. 

• Prepare annual budgets, monthly forecasts and regular reporting to the GGM and Board. 

• Monitor trading and cash performance against budgets and forecasts to ensure 

appropriate cash flow for the organisation. 

• Prepare annual statutory accounts in conjunction with the appointed external advisors. 

• Provide strategic leadership and direction to the procurement and maintenance function 

to ensure quality outcomes for MHG buildings, venues, facilities and tenancies. 

• Devise and maintain an ongoing capital allocation program for the proactive maintenance, 

development and replacement of building facilities. 

• Implementation of transformational change both within a finance function and at a whole of 
business level;  

 



• Development and enhancement of requisite systems, controls and business processes 
aligned to user requirements; 

• Undertaking analysis to drive cost efficiencies and revenue generation 

• Lead, drive, maintain and continuously improve a range of performance standards and 

service outcomes for venues across MHG. 

• Monitor, measure and report on operational KPI’s to highlight opportunities and assist in 

the development of plans for improvements. 

ACCOUNTABILITIES 

• Demonstrate leadership and actively promote the values of the organisation. 

• Ensure that finance systems and processes accurately inform MHG regarding its current 

and future financial position. 

• Lead the facilities asset maintenance program ensuring the maintenance and 

enhancement of the organisation’s building and amenities assets. 

• Ensure the review of core supply agreements and product contracts and establish 

procurement practices to leverage spend to better effect. 

KEY COMMUNICATIONS 

• Daily communication with the GGM on matters pertaining to the organisations financial or 

facilities management. 

• Daily contact with the Finance & Admin team regarding the timely and accurate 

processing of financial information, procurement and accounts payable processes 

(including payroll). 

• Daily contact with finance team and other staff across the organisation regarding financial 

information, expenditure, budgets and forecasts. 

HEALTH AND SAFETY RESPONSIBILITIES 

• The employee must ensure whilst at work that reasonable care is taken for their own 

health and safety and that their acts or omissions do not adversely affect the health and 

safety of other people.  

• The employee must comply with any reasonable instruction that is given by MHG and co-

operate with any reasonable policy or procedure of MHG relating to health or safety in the 

workplace.  

COMPETENCIES 

Build positive work relationships: use appropriate methods and flexible interpersonal style to assist 

in building cohesive and effective operational working relationships within the organisation and with 

external parties. 

Commercial acumen: clearly understand the business impacts of decisions on a financial, human 

resource, client and supplier level and remain aware of potential related issues that may arise. 

Communication skills: clearly convey information and ideas through a variety of media to individuals 

or groups in a manner that engages the audience and helps them understand and retain the 

message. 



Interpersonal skills: ability to build and sustain relationships, resolve conflict, handle 

negotiation effectively and develop collaborative working relationships in an environment 

where there is a conflict of priorities or use of resources. 

Leadership: demonstrate the ability to mentor, coach, influence, guide and direct the 

performance of group members towards the achievement of organisational goals. 

Managing change: ability to assess the need for change; design plans for change; coach 

those who will lead others through the transition and/or help others adapt; and manage 

resistance to change. 

Quality orientation: ensure that consideration is given to quality outcomes in the 

performance of all tasks. 

Results orientation: ability to consistently achieve work objectives consistent with MHG’s 

vision and mission. 

Safety orientation: ability to understand and apply safety management principles. 

Strategic decision making: ability to identify key issues and parties relevant to achieving 

long term goals and develop courses of action based on logical assumptions, facts, 

resources, constraints and organisational values. 

Team building capacity: ability to create an effective team through enhancement of 

individual capabilities to participate as a strong team. 
 
 
KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS AND EXPERIENCE 

Essential Selection Criteria: 

• Tertiary qualifications in business/accounting/finance together with membership 

of a relevant professional accounting body.  

• Extensive experience in a comparable senior executive role. 

• Demonstrated ability to inspire, mentor and motivate others and create a high 

performing and customer focused culture. 

• Proven proficiency in delivering timely, accurate and informative Board reporting. 

• A proven track record of successfully developing and implementing best practice 

financial systems that create and drive a culture of transparency and 

accountability. 

• Demonstrated experience in ensuring operating expenditure, business margins 

and budgetary goals are continually achieved. 

• Demonstrated reliability in meeting challenging deadlines. 

• High standard of verbal and written communication skills, including the ability to 

provide complex information in a transparent and accessible manner. 

• Sound knowledge of business operating procedures. 

Desirable Selection Criteria: 

• Experience in expertly managing the financial health of a hospitality business. 

• Proficient in Xero accounting software 

 

 





LIVING & WORKING IN ADELAIDE –
South Australia

LIFESTYLE

Adelaide is known for its Mediterranean style climate, where 
the weather is pleasant and moderate most of the year. Year-
round big blue skies mean average winter temperatures of 16 
degrees Celsius (°C) and 28°C in summer. Hot days can be real 
sizzlers and easily reach 40°C though!

Adelaide is a city that offers the physical and emotional space 
to breathe. There is a sense of freedom here – of expression, 
of movement, of thought. With a diverse and eclectic array of 
accessible experiences, it’s a city that allows time for 
immersion, paired with a sense of space and freedom that 
actively encourages true indulgence.

The Adelaide Hills which are home to many villages, towns, 
wildlife parks and natural resources to explore, are less than 
half an hour drive from the City Centre. You’ll never be far 
away from some of the most pristine beaches and water 
sanctuaries in the world, with almost 30km of beaches 
bordering Adelaide. Our beaches are famous for the beautiful 
waters and wide sandy foreshores. Beachside areas like 
Glenelg, Brighton and Henley Beach are only 15 minute drives 
from the City and offer cosmopolitan hearts with retail and 
dining opportunities. Within short drives from the city centre 
are Port Willunga where you can scuba dive in natural and 
man-made reefs, Port Adelaide where you can frolic with 
dolphins and St Kilda where you can wander the mangroves 
and natural reserves, also home to Dolphins and other 
Australian fauna.

A number of international measures rate metropolitan 
Adelaide highly for liveability, quality of life and cost of living. 
The Economic Intelligence Unit undertakes an annual 
Liveability Ranking and Overview of 140 cities around the 
world and Adelaide has in recent years consistently ranked 5th 
in the world. The Property Council of Australia undertakes its 
own annual survey on liveability of Australia’s top 10 biggest 
cities. In this survey Adelaide is ranked second only to 
Canberra, our nations capital, and above all other capital 
cities. The Mercer Quality of Living Survey compares global 
cities and is primarily used to inform multi-national companies 
regarding optimal office locations and employee conditions. 
Adelaide was most recently listed as 27th in the World and 
has consistently ranked highly in this survey. Mercer’s Cost of 
Living Report measures the comparative cost of over 00 items 
and Adelaide continues to outperform other Australian Capital 
Cities in this report

REGIONAL EXPERIENCE:

The regions surrounding Adelaide offer a unique 
experience with gourmet food offerings, internationally 
renowned wine, villages to explore and wildlife and 
natural attractions.

Adelaide is a city that lives well beyond its conveniently 
designed square mile epicentre, flowing seamlessly into 
world-famous wine and food regions such as Barossa, 
just an hour’s drive north, or coastal escapes in the 
Fleurieu or Yorke Peninsula. You’ll be spoilt for choice.

Travel another hour north and you’ll reach the Clare 
Valley, which is famous for its Rieslings. The Adelaide Hills 
has some stunning whites and there’s McLaren Vale and 
Langhorne Creek on the Fleurieu Peninsula – about an 
hour’s drive south of the city. Drive yourself or join a 
guided tour of Adelaide and its surrounds - the choice is 
yours. Take a road trip and discover the reds from the 
Coonawarra on the Limestone Coast.

Kangaroo Island is an iconic destination, just two hours’ 
drive and a short ferry ride south of Adelaide. It has 
pristine beaches, unique wildlife, awesome sunsets and 
fantastic food and wine.

Adelaide is one of the most liveable cities on the planet. It is well known for its arts festivals, 
fine foods and wine, retail and dining experience and spirit of entrepreneurship and innovation. It has 
an advanced economy, world class universities and a flourishing multicultural heritage. 

Adelaide is the traditional home of the Kaurna people and has a strong indigenous culture 

today.



ADELAIDE  Fast Facts

POPULATION

1.67m

3rd FASTEST GROWING 
CAPITAL CITY 
INCREASING

34.5%
2003-2013

$96.97b
SOUTH AUSTRALIA 

GROSS STATE PRODUCT 
2013/14

$470k
MEDIAN HOUSEPRICE

MOST LIVEABLE CITY IN 

AUSTRALIA

(2010 - 2012 Property Council)

NO. 5 MOST LIVEABLE 

CITY INTHEWORLD 2012 to

2015

(Economist Intelligence Unit)

NO. 27 MOST LIVEABLE 

CITY INTHEWORLD
(2015 Mercer Index)

One of the world’s most liveable cities
Adelaide offers a relaxed, easy-going lifestyle, 
and is rated as one of the top 5 liveable cities 
in the world (Global Liveability Study 2016). It 
is located in a beautiful region of South 
Australia, which is also ranked in the top 5 of 
the world’s regions.
Australia’s most affordable mainland capital
Your money will go much further in Adelaide. 
Studies show it costs 21% more to live in 
Melbourne and 23% more to live in Sydney 
than Adelaide. Adelaide is around 4% cheaper 
than Brisbane and Perth (2016 Economist 
Intelligence Unit), meaning you will have 
more money to discover Australia during your 
weekends and holidays.



Contact Information

For a confidential discussion contact Pat Williams on 0438 388530

Applications, including your current CV and a letter of introduction are to 
be forwarded in Word format to Pat Williams addressed for the General 
Manager Hospitality to mgmh@vuca.com.au and for the CFO role to 
mcfo@vuca.com.au

For job and person specifications visit www.vuca.com.au

Applications close at COB 3rd February 2019.

mailto:mgmh@vuca.com.au
mailto:mcfo@vuca.com.au
http://www.vuca.com.au/


Important Information

Please note that VUCA Pty. Ltd. believes that while the information 
contained in this document is true to the best of the Company’s 
knowledge at the time of writing, such information may change 
without notice. Further, the information herein is the property of 
the Company and must not be published or attributed unless 
explicitly agreed. 




